As enterprise IT grapples with creating and testing mobile applications across a growing number of mobile platforms, it is also challenged to manage its inventory of mobile devices. deviceConnect™, a private, internal device cloud, provides secure, comprehensive management of mobile devices, users, and apps in corporate test labs. The low-cost device access management solution enables 24x7 access to testing assets from any geographic location and supports both automated and manual mobile application testing.
Mobile Labs is a leading provider and innovator of cross-platform mobile application testing solutions. Its private, internal device cloud, deviceConnect™, delivers comprehensive management capabilities for mobile devices, apps and users in corporate test labs. deviceConnect fully supports manual testing and in conjunction with Mobile Labs Trust™ provides effective and efficient automated mobile application testing. All without jailbreaking or rooting smartphones or tablets.

Benefits
deviceConnect provides a completely secure approach to device management, access and testing.

- Allows testers located anywhere within an enterprise’s worldwide, private infrastructure to easily share pristine mobile devices for manual or automated mobile app testing
- Improves tester productivity by providing 24/7 remote access to a test lab’s entire fleet of testing devices
- Minimizes the complexity of managing and tracking mobile devices, multiple mobile platforms and operating systems
- Reduces and eliminates the time wasted on updating devices or searching for lost devices
- Requires minimal space, power, expertise or oversight
- Supports enterprise Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policies through management of devices owned by your testers

Transform App Testing with deviceConnect
deviceConnect supports organizations no matter what their test strategy is -- whether testing is highly automated, 100% manual or somewhere in between.

For test automation, deviceConnect and Mobile Labs Trust™ work hand in hand. Trust is Mobile Labs' test automation solution and is an add-in for HP’s Unified Functional Testing software. Trust uses deviceConnect to perform cross-platform automated testing on real, pristine smartphones and tablets. Trust uses object-level detection and interaction rather than visual-based (optical character recognition or image-within-image) techniques. The result is more effective and efficient mobile application testing.

deviceConnect transforms manual testing efficiency and management by helping testers locate the right device and the right app and makes an instantaneous connection to begin testing from any desktop in the enterprise. deviceConnect manages authorized users, available devices, and application versions available for test.
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